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Introduction: Toward sustainable risk management

• Insurance plays an important 

part in post-crisis management: 
• First damage evaluation and expertise 

• Re-building and resiliency

“it is clear that a significant 

DRM investment

gap persists […] on average 

$7 spent on relief versus 

$1 spent on

risk reduction’’

1: Zurich Risk Nexus: Turning knowledge into action –processes and tools for increasing flood 

resilience, 2015.  

2: Zurich Flood Resilience Alliance White Paper: Making communities more flood resilient: The Role of 

cost-benefit analysis and other decision support tools in Disaster Risk Reduction. White Paper, Zurich 

Flood Resilience Alliance, 2014.   

3: Kellett, J. & Caravani, A. 2013, ‘Financing disaster risk reduction: A 20-year story of international aid,’ 

ODI and the Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery at the World Bank, London/ 

Washington.

• Insurance is or has to be key for 
prevention

• Direct link with individual and professional 

insured

• Communication about the natural disaster 

exposure, in partnership with public bodies 

• Financing prevention measures (i.e. the 

French example of Barnier fund)

• Promoting alert systems to their clients (i.e. 

Predict)

https://www.zurich.com/en/knowledge/articles/2015/09/turning-flood-resilience-theory-into-action
http://pure.iiasa.ac.at/11193/
https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/8574.pdf


Increasing natural disasters induced by climate change:

– Increasing droughts 

– More heavy rainfall events

– Sea level rise

Objective of this study (partnership with Météo France):

– First study realized in 2015 for the COP21 

– Estimate the potential increase of climatic disasters 

induced by the climate change

– Second study with twice more climatic data:

• Choice of the RCP8.5 scenario: 

• Increase of temperatures between 3,2°C and 5,4°C 

• Sea level rise of about 23 cm

– See the impact of climate change for a 2050 horizon

– 3 perils: floods, storm surge and drought (swell/shrink soils)

– Need to take into account demographic and economical 

factors: 

• Population increasing and transfer

• Problematic of inflation

CCR’ climate change study introduction
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Impact for insurance sector:

• Need to anticipate and preparedness

• Robustness of the French Cat Nat scheme?



1. The modelling chain

2. Vulnerability assessment

3. Climate change impacts: 

1. Floods

2. Coastal flooding

3. Drought

4. Global

Conclusion 

Outline
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o Climatic conditions

– Realized by “Météo France”

1. The modelling chain
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o Hazard and damage estimates

1. The modelling chain
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o Vulnerability

– Increase in the number of risks

– Heterogeneous dynamics over the territory

– INSEE projections

– 3 scenarios : low, medium and high

o Inflation

– CCR data: increase of +1,5% per years of insured values

– Inflation mechanism but also added values creation

2. Vulnerability assessment
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o Rainfall

– Increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events 

3.1 Climate change impact : floods
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Evolution of the 72h rainfall accumulation 

for the 50 years return period

Evolution of the number of significant

events



o Hazard

– More frequent events

– Larger areas at risk

3.1 Climate change impact : floods
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o Damages

– Hazard effect: +38%

– Smaller effect of vulnerability

– Large effect and uncertainty of inflation

3.1 Climate change impact : floods
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Annual average losses Evolution between now and 2050



o Hazard

– Low effect of climate alone

– Large effect of sea level rise

3.2 Climate change impact : coastal flooding
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Return 

period

Current climat 2050 climat 2050 climat + sea level rise

Area (km²) Area (km²) Evolution rate Area (km²) Evolution rate

10 1185 1198 1% 1362 15%

100 1660 1606 -3% 1806 9%

Maximum 1865 1918 3% 2144 15%

Comparison between current and future exposed areas



o Damages

– Increase of 82% in average annual losses

– Impact of vulnerability and inflation

3.2 Climate change impact : coastal flooding
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Hazard impact Vulnerability impact



o Hazard

– Differences according to the season and localisation

– Drier soils in summer and autumn

3.3 Climate change impact : drought
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o Damages

– Hazard only : +23%

– High impact of vulnerability : transfer of persons in exposed areas such 

as the south of France

3.3 Climate change impact : drought
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o Damages

– Climate change will significantly impact the country as the hazard will increase 

damages by 35% and vulnerability modification by 15%

– Nearly all the country will be affected, especially the west part of France

– Inflation is a big unknown but should be in theory compensated by premium 

collection
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3.4 Climate change impact : global
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o This study give a measure of the climate change impact over 

natural catastrophes in France

– Significant impact (+35% for the climate alone)

– Population dynamics will amplify these impacts

o Future prediction is a very difficult exercise

– Are not taken into account:

• Protection measures

• Local urbanism scheme

• Erosion problematic

o This result could give orientations for prevention policies

o Reinforce the need for solidarity and mutuality in order to share 

the risk

o Perspective: 

– Include oversea territories and cyclonic phenomenon

Conclusions
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Thanks for your attention!


